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PART I 
Much of the theory and research on the communications 
process has lately centered within those areas known as ref• 
erence group theory and personal influence. The signifi-
cance of reference group theory for communications theory is 
great, lying in the tendency of people to adjust their own 
opinions, attitudes, values, and subsequent behavior to those 
of a particular group or particular groups (cr. 6 for studies). 
This is, in part, an outgrowth and continuation of the social-
ization process Which results in members of the same culture 
having many personality features and social values mshared by 
the bulk of the society's membersm1• The final result of this 
process in a person's behavior, as Fromm puts it~ is to make 
him "want to do what he is required to do by the social system 
under which he lives~. 
The particular functions of the social groups with which 
people associate.in this way have been delineated into the 
normative and comparison functions.(l7) The normative func-
tion operates when an individual's standards are set and en-
forced by the norms of a group of which he is a member. Be-
cause he is a member of a desired group, he is motivated to 
be accepted and treated as a member. When the group ceases 
ll.Linton, R. A., (ad.). 
The psychological frontiers of society, Kardiner, 
New York: Columbia Univer. Press, 1945. p. viii. 
2Fromm, E. Man for himself. New York: Rinehart, 1947, p. 60. 
to be a positive reference point, but rather becomes a negaw 
tive one, it would seem that it is not truly a membership 
group, and the function in operation is comparative. The 
comparison function is in operation when an individual uses 
a group, not necessarily a membership group, as a standard 
or comparison point for judgment of an issue, or in evalua-
tion of himself and others. In this sense, the group can 
serve either as a positive or negative point of reference 
along some dimension (12). 
Personal influence as an area of investigation has as-
sumed importance because it has been discovered that, although 
people are often directed in their thoughts and actions by 
the groups with which they identify, they are especially so 
directed by certain people within these groups with Whom they 
come in personal contact. And this finding is more signifi-
cant in light of the fact that often those who do the influ-
encing are a minority in comparison with those upon whom their 
influence is shed. It is on this point that the concepts of 
"opinion leader" and "opinion transmitter" are based. Katz 
and Lazarsfeld (16~ p. 99-115) have elaborated on these con-
cepts by distinguishing three types of strategic individuals 
within the usual networks of influence transmission: first, 
the "initiators" who are capable of influencing because they 
have been nominated within their groups as leaders; secondly• 
the "transmitters", whose strategic social location within 
groups allows them to communicate information and influence; 
and thirdly, the 11 influentia1s"1, who by virtue of their 
positions in a group, are sanctioned to influence within cer" 
tain subject areas. Although this theory should offer the mass 
media some assurance that by these interpersonal networks a 
"two-step flow of communication"; (5) is created which allows 
their communications, if indirectly, to reach their intended 
audiences; the assurance is not as great that their communi-
cations are not modified by the opinion leaders during this 
process. 
Nevertheless, behind the concepts of reference groups, 
personal influence, and opinion leaders is an inherent factor 
not always given the amount of attention which it deserves. 
For any group or person which has a potential effect on an-
other person's opinions, attitudes, or behavior will actually 
wield that effect only in relation to the degree to which the 
person is motivated to conform to the opinions, attitudes, or 
behavior of that group or person. In other words, the key to 
the influence of group norms, whiCh may be enforced by personal 
influence, actually lies in the individual's predisposition to 
conformity to those norms. 
It would seem that some behavior-mechanism must be in 
operation which underlies, and which can account for the ad-
justment of attitude or behavior to agree with that of the 
group, which results from such a predisposition. The motiva-
tion or predisposition which individuals often display to agree 
with group judgments is explained by what Katz and Lazarsfeld 
(16) term the benefits of conformity. If an individual wishes 
to identify positively with a group, he usually must be willing 
to accept the standards and opinions of that group. Newcomb's 
(20) Bennington study has also illustrated that in belonging 
to a group, for.ming agreeing attitudes is an important mechan-
ism. That the tendency or motivation toward conformity, as 
Doob has said, is a wprime determinant of group behaviorn 
(11, p. 205) seams obvious from a consideration of studies (6) 
done in the area of group influence which indicate that many 
individuals tend to display a need to agree or conform to a 
group norm even if they have not chosen the group as a positive 
point of reference in their everyday lives. 
Moore (2, p. 403) 1 who dealt with such group influence 
in relation to suggestibility, found that pressures exerted 
by majority and expert opinions influenced individual subjects' 
judgments about diversified matters. And Thorndike (21 p. 407) 
enlarged upon this knowledge by an investigation of the role 
of authority and the group in matters of attitude and taste, 
which showed that attitudes and tastes can be taught to people, 
though not as easily, as facts and skills. Items with which 
an authority or the group agreed were evaluated more highly 
than other items; thus it seems that the principles of repe-
tition and reward learning work not only in the objective 
areas of thought, but social ones as well. 
The importance of the predisposition to conformity is 
further pointed out by Sherif and Sherif's (22) finding that 
conformity to the· standards of a social influence persists 
even when an individual is placed alone in a judgmental situ-
ation. In their experiment it was found, oddly enough, that 
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the influence of a former partner was, on the whole, greater 
when the subject was alone. In other words 1 conformity to the 
standards established earlier was greate~r in the absence of 
the social influence. This finding has led Sherif and Sherif 
to speculate that people often dislike to take suggestions 
from a person when he is present (except when that person ex-
erts strong prestige or strong needs are operating) 1 but may 
be more open to suggestibility in the absence of that person. 
As Sherif and Sherif (22, p • .5.54) furthelr speculate, yielding 
without hesitation is not a gratifying action unless it is nec-
essary. 
Moving from a general discussion of' conformity to those 
studies where individual dynamics are more clearly investi-
gated, we find Asch's (2, p. 4.51) study, which deals further 
with this phenomenon of yielding. In the experimental situ-
ation, subjects were put under pressure to conform or yield 
to a group opinion which was actually a false one. The design 
involved subjects' judging the length of a given line accord-
ing to three other lines, none of which were equal to each 
other. In each situation, one subject -w·as not coached by the 
experimenters, as were the majority, to give false answers 
for the purpose of the experiment; this subject was one of 
the last to give his judgment of the length of the line. 
Barron (3) has dealt with Asch 1 s experimental situation in 
the investigation of independence of judgment, which here 
means resistance to yielding under group pressures. About 
twenty-five per cent of subjects proved to be "Independent" 
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of others, while twanty-five per,cent at the opposite extreme 
of the distribution yielded to group pressures from eight to 
twelve times out of twelve times. The differentiation of 
these two groups allowed a more intensi ~re personality study 
of two extremes. And it is one of the tests employed on these 
two groups which is of special interest here. It was found, 
as expected, that the so-called Independents scored higher on 
the variable of "Complexi tyn:. 
Barron has described the dimension of complexity-simpli-
city as •t:a bipolar factor in perceptual preferences which op-
poses a preference for perceiving and dealing with complexity 
to a preference for perceiving and deallng with simplicity, 
when both of these alternatives are phenomenally present and 
a choice is made between them" (3, p. 171). The significance 
of this factor for the present experiment is that one of the 
phenomenal fields, among others, in whic~h research on the fac-
tor was reported, is that of social conformity and the adher-
ence to tradition. 
It was shown that the S who prefers complexity is soci-
ally non-conformist, by staff ratings m1d self ratings of Con-
formity which correlated -.4 7 and -.53 1111ith Complexity. More-
over, staff ratings of Submissiveness, defined as "deference, 
willingness to be led, compliance, over·-ready acceptance of 
au thori tylti (3 1 p. 168) and A.djustmen t 1 or "getting along in 
the world as it is 1 adequate degree of :social conformity, ca-
pacity to adapt to a wide range of conditions, ability to fit 
in": {3, p. 166) both correlated negativl9ly with Complexity. 
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The fact that social conformity and, more generally, 
Adjustment are negatively related to Complexity coincides with 
the fact that Asch's Independents were more Complex than 
"Yielders". It seems fairly obvious that the Independents, 
who resisted yielding to group pressures, were displaying non-
conformist, rather than conformist tendencies. The relation-
ship of their independence to Adjustment, however, is not so 
clearly or easily defined. For, though their Independence may 
show a degree of social non-conformity, it is not so obvious 
whether or not this independence shows less of an ability to 
get along in the world as it really is and to fit in, as wel~ 
as less of a capacity to adapt to a wide, range of conditions. 
One may have this ability, but choose not to adapt to the 
particular conditions prevailing. It ia a difficult problem 
to determine. 
In their opposition to the group judgments, some of the 
independent subjects, as Barron (3, p. 169) points out, dis-
played enjoyment, others anxiety; while others, though slight-
ly perturbed, remained confident, yet not overly positive in 
their positions. This third type of independence does not 
seem to be truly indicative of "Unadjustment" in terms of in-
a.bili ty to get along in the world or incapacity to adapt to a 
wide range of conditions. For, in a sense, these Independents: 
are fitting in to the prevailing social processes by attempt-
ing to get along in the world as they soe it {perhaps quite 
realistically, too); while they are also, in a sense, showing 
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a capacity to adapt to a wide range of conditions by adapting 
to the way which they feel is appropriate. 
Sherif and Sherif (22, p. 665) have cited studies Which 
show that the genuine non-conformist is usually not a preju-
diced person. However, the fact that he is not satisfied with 
the existing social norms does not necessarily imply that his 
attitude is a completely negative and deviant one, for his re-
jection of these norms may mean that he identifies with some 
smaller or other group within that society. As Cooley (9) 
pointed out, nonconfor.mity to these broader social-distance 
norms is more indicative of confor.mity to another set of norms, 
than of rebellion against the accepted nor.ms. However, one 
can say that the non-conformist is more independent of the 
existing social norms (makes up his own mind); and this should 
be reflected in cognitive processes in so far as the good rea-
soner is more flexible and can entertain more ideas and infor-
mation than the poor reasoner, who is more rigid and often 
displays mechanisms of defensiveness and restraint, as McNemar 
(18) points out. This, too, is in agreement with Barron's 
(3, p. 172) observation that the factor of Complexity relates 
negatively to social conformity, ethnocentrism, and control 
of impulse by repression, but positively to independence of 
judgment. 
Coffin (8) has explored the factor of ,complexity in a 
study dealing with the complexity or difficulty of the situa-
tion to which a subject is required to respond. It was found 
that suggestivility tends to increase with the difficulty of 
problams (here, mathematical); also that suggestibility de-
creases with the increase of prior information or knowledge 
and training. Crutchfield's (10) data, by showing that con-
formity to a group increases, the more poorly structured the 
stimuli, makes basically the same point: as complexity is 
increased, so is suggestibility. 
If the person who is able to handle complexity is less 
open to suggestibility, it would follow that he probably tends 
to be more productive of original thought. He would, in this 
sense, probably be, in Barron's (3) classification, "Indepen-
dent", and as a result also generally more socially non-con-
formist. Furthermore, if as a person's knowledge in an area 
is increased, he becomes less open to suggestion (in that 
area), it would appear that some relationship might exist be-
tween the ability to handle complexity and knowledge. If any 
such a relationship exists, it probably lies within the realm 
of cognitive processes, and could conceivably hinge on same 
type of reasoning factor, which basic to some individuals 
might be developed further by increased training in using 
their knowledge as the basis of decision-making, i.e., con-
clusion-drawing. 
Complexity is involved with the factor of general reason-
ing, with which the present experiment is also concerned. 
Guilford, Kettner, and Christensen (15), after numerous fac-
tor analyses, concluded that the factor of general reasoning 
might be an ability to define problems, that it might contain 
a trial-and-error aspect, and that it might involve the 
complexity of the task, which seemed to suggest a "span concept". 
They felt that in thinking, individuals might possibly have 
differences in the levels of complexity with which they are 
capable of dealing, which seems highly plausible in light of 
the preceding discussion. 
As a result of these findings, a factor analysis was made 
to determine which of the three conclusions was most related 
to the factor of general reasoning. Of four tests involving 
the complexity hypothesis, one test, the Ship Destination test 
(which was used in this experiment), had the highest loading 
on the factor of any test in the analysis. However, of the 
tests involving the definition of the problem, two of three 
had substantial loadings on the factor. Therefore, they feel 
that the most accurate definition of general reasoning is that 
it "has something to do with comprehending or structuring 
problems of certain kinds in preparation for solving them" 
(15, p. 171). The loading of the Ship Destination test would 
seem to indicate, however, that complexity and the "span-con-
cept" should not be eliminated as canponents of some aspect 
of the factor of general reasoning. 
Guilford, Kettner, and Christensen further speculate that 
even though the range of problems with which general reasoning 
is concerned is not known, the factor may not only be an abili-
ty to solve problems, but a more general one to "formulate 
complex conceptions of many kinds" (15, p. 172). If this 
speculation proves true, it is very plausible that an ability 
to draw conclusions independently might be included in this 
more general ability. 
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The relationship between reasoning and confor.mity has 
been explored by Crutchfield (10). It is interesting that 
conformity correlates negatively with a staff rating of "in-
tellectual competence", as well as with a test designed to 
measure superior mental functioning (-.63 and -.51). Also, a 
staff rating on "leadership ability" and Barron 1 s 11 ego strength" 
scale correlate negatively with conformity score (-.30 and 
-.33). One ego function is reasoning (23); therefore these 
findings fit in with the earlier observations of other psycho-
analytic writers. 
Although Crutchfield showed that conformity can operate 
in matters of opinion and attitude, such as social issues, as 
well as in matters of fact, as did Thorndike (2, p. 407); 
an increase in the power of the group by means of a correction 
method did not increase group influence in the less objective 
areas of thought. Because yielding to group pressures is not 
always the same phenomenon in matters differing in degree of 
objectivity, it would seem that the tendency toward conformi-
ty must, in part, be determined by rational processes of the 
individual. 
The relationship between conformity and reasoning is one 
which can be considered in more general terms of socialization 
and cognitive processes. If one were to rely on Freudian 
theory and concepts, the discussion would lead into one of 
the ego and super-ego, in that the ego is said to be composed 
of cognitive processes and the super-ego of those normative 
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processes which help determine and structure behavior within 
certain social prescriptions of "good-badness" (14). 
But regardless of the type of interpretation made of 
these normative and cognitive processes, the exact relation-
ship Which does exist between them still remains in rather 
indefinite terms. It can be seen quite easily that sociali-
zation of the child requires conformity of him to certain 
standards set by his parents, who are important sources of 
succor, and others who assert similar authority. Through so-
cialization, the child passes from what Piaget (21) called 
the autistic phase of thinking through an egocentric one and 
on to the adaptive and socialized phase. Freud, Piaget, and 
Mead (14, 21, 19) agree that the thought processes become 
partly altered by day-to-day contact with people, which con-
tact allows the child to consider himself in the role of oth-
ers. In Freud's theory, the main outgrowth of this change is 
not only the more socialized thought processes, but the ac-
quisition of a greater degree of proficiency in inhibiting 
the primary (autistic) impulses. Asch's broad hypothesis 
that "individual immunity to distortion by group pressure is: 
a function of the person's relation to himself and others" 
(2, p. 498) seems related to this concept of alteration of 
thought processes. 
Albert (1) says that "socialization and thought processes 
become intimately involved, theoretically and behaviorally, 
when one recalls that the super-ego acts as a normative fac-
tor through the ego-ideal and ego by means of manifest anxiet,". 
Pertinent here, is Crutchfield's (10) finding that anxiety 
was revealed by extreme conformists. Albert (1) also points 
out that Freud (14) has also stated that anxiety is primarily 
the root of thinking, for the ego, in trying to mediate be-
tween primary impulse (autistic needs) and socialized con-
science, attempts to resolve by means of the cognitive pro-
cesses any and all conflicts, thus minimizing anxiety. In 
this sense, then, we can say that the nature and development 
of the super-ego, in part, determines. the nature of the thought 
processes. It seems fairly obvious that thought processes 
will be based on past experiences, mainly by means of memory; 
for it is past experiences which give us models of problem 
solving techniques, as well as many of the materials we use 
in solving problems. It is also past experiences which de-
termine the individual's self-attitude and the degree to which 
he conforms to the standards to which he is exposed. 
However, the relationship between such cognitive and 
normative processes, as we have said, still remains somewhat 
indefinite. A major question unresolved is whether it is the 
content or subject matter of the thought processes and behavior; 
or, the strategies, techniques, and processes themselves that 
become determined and/or structured within the socialization 
process. 
It would seem, from the previous discussion, that the 
degree of conformity which an individual displays as a result 
of the socialization process must be a major factor in deter-
mining the effectiveness of social communications. It is also 
fairly obvious that many areas of thought and behavior call 
upon the reasoning abilities of individuals; and this, too, 
is a consideration which is of no little import within the 
field of communications. The reasoning ability specifically 
dealt with here is that known as general reasoning$ which 
has previously been discussed (p. 9-10) and defined as re-
lated to "comprehending or structuring problems of certain 
kinds in preparation for solving them" (1.5, p. l?ll. 
The conducting of the present experiment was based upon 
certain premises about the factors of conformity and genera1 
reasoning; first, that individuals may be graded according to 
their general reasoning abilities. The individual who is a 
"high" reasoner is capable of interpreting and arranging items 
within an ordered schematic framework, and should therefore 
be capable of deducing his own conclusions where none are 
offerred him. The "low" reasoner is not as capable oi' thus 
interpreting and arranging items logically of his own accord, 
and therefore is often dependent upon given information and 
structure i'or his conclusions. 
Secondly, the "high" reasoner reasons this way because 
he is more motivated than the "low" reasoner to structure his 
world in as orderly and controlled a manner as possible, i.e. 
resolve ambiguities. This motivation results in his greater 
practice in general reasoning than the "low" reasoner. Fur-
thermore, a part oi' this desire or need will be related to 
the "high" reasoner's need to conform in a socially acceptable 
manner to the society about him. 
On the basis of these premises, it seems logical to as-
sume that the factor of general reasoning will play an im-
portant role in the effectiveness of a communication which 
requires an individual to independently draw his own conclu-
sions. It is also assumed that the degree of conformity to 
group standards which an individual displays influences his 
general reasoning, by creating a need, which in part deter-
mines the amount of practice at these thought processes. Thus, 
it is felt that there is some kind of interacting relationship 
between the factors of conformity and general reasoning which 
is basic to the exercise of independent conclusion-drawing 
ability. It is the main purpose of this experiment to deter-
mine the importance of this relationship to such an ability. 
In view of this general discussion, the following four 
specific hypotheses are made: 
1. With general reasoning ability held constant, as the degree 
to which an individual confonns to society mecreases, so in-
creases his ability at drawing conclusions independently of 
given information. Thus, the highest ability at independent 
conclusion-drawing will be displayed by the low confonnists-
high reasoners3, with the high confonnists-high reasoners, 
low conformists-low reasoners, and high conformists-low rea-
soners following in that order. 
2. The largest amount of "correct" opinion change about the 
main issue of the communication will be displayed by the low 
3-see Grouping of subjects, in Procedure, for explanation of 
these categories. 
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conformists-high reasoners, with the high conformists-high 
reasoners, low conformists-low reasoners, and high conformists-
low reasoners following in that order. This hypothesizes a 
relationship between opinion change and independent conclusion 
drawing ability. 
3. High conformists will be more concerned initially than the 
low conformists with the message's topic, which has a high 
potentiality of anxiety arousal, with no reliable differences 
on the basis of reasoning ability. 
a) Of the high conformists, the high reasoners will show great-
er post-message reduction in their concern about the topic than 
the low reasoners. 
b) Of the low conformists, the high reasoners will show greater 
post-message reduction in their concern about the topic than 
the low reasoners, although the difference will not be relia-
ble. 
4. The highest degree of information from the message will 
be gained by the high conformists-high reasoners, with the low 
conformists-high reasoners, high conformists-low reasoners, 
and the low conformists-low reasoners following in that order. 
This hypothesizes an interaction between reasoning ability and 
conformity in terms of the importance of the topic to the sub-
ject and his ability to understand the message. 
SUBJECTS 
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PART II 
METHOD 
The subjects were two classes at Boston University, one 
a sophomore class of Introduction to Communications, and the 
other a social psychology class composed of juniors, seniors, 
and graduate students. After incomplete scores and absences 
were taken into account, the subjects in the first class num-
bered forty-eight (thirty-eight males, ten females) and those 
in the second class numbered nineteen (fourteen males, five 
females), making the total number of subjects for the experi-
ment sixty-seven. 
PROCEDURE 
By exposing the Ss to a communication message on tape, 
the study of the factors under investigation was carried out 
in the following way:. 
Ss were first tested on degrees of conformity and general 
reasoning abilities. 
Before exposure to the critical message, Ss were tested 
for their opinions about and concern for the communicated 
topic. 
After exposure to the message, Ss were again tested for 
opinions about and concern for the topic and also for their 
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conclusion-drawing and information level in connection with 
the message. 
Because the experiment involved before and after tests, 
and because the time factor was defined by class periods, it 
was necessary that the experimental procedure be divided in-
to two separate segments. Accordingly, a discussion of the 
measures taken will follow the order of administration. 
1) At the first session, the respondents were tested for 
degrees of conformity and general reasoning ability. 
A) Degrees of conformity were determined by means of a test 
devised by Bernberg (4), which is administered under the title 
of a Human Relations Inventory. {cf. Appendix A for copy) 
The type of attitude measurement used in the Bernbe~ so-
cial conformity scale is known as "direction of perception", 
an indirect or projective technique. This is based on the 
subject's tendency to deviate toward one extreme or the other 
when faced with a choice of quantitative answers for a judg-
mental item. That this technique is a reliable one for meas-
uring degree of social conformity was shown by the adminis-
tration of two forms (which differed in the range of numeri-
cal percentages given as answer choices) of the scale to a 
split-half srunple of two groups of high school seniors. The 
correlation of Allport's index of institutionalization was 
.66 for the same item on the two forms. Furthermore, differ-
ences in intelligence, socio-economic status, and cultural 
background between the two groups were proved insignificant. 
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After the thirty-seven items which co1npose the Bernberg 
scale had been weighted according to empirical distribution 
of responses on them by a non-conforming group of youth prison 
inmates, as well as by the standard population referred to, 
a comparison of mean scores showed the mean of a standard 
population group of college students to be 12.5 and that of 
the non-conforming group 18.6, a significant difference (p 
more than .001). A previous analysis on another group of col-
lege students revealed that sex, religion, and age up to thir-
ty-five years created no significant differences. Measures 
were taken with additional groups that further pointed out 
validity, reliability, and cross-validation of the scale (4). 
B) General reasoning ability, which has been discussed on 
pages nine and ten, was tested by means of the Ship Destina-
tion Test, a disguised arithmetical reasoning test, devised 
by Christensen and Guilford (7}. (of. Appendix B for copy) 
Although the types of problems which require use of the abili-
ty are not definitely known, it is hypothesized that problems 
which do are somewhat similar to those involving arithmetical 
reasoning, which "probably means problems that can be compre-
hended in terms of interrelated variables" (7, p. 1). ActuaL-
ly, the Ship Destination test involves little number work and 
therefore measures general reasoning rather than numerical 
facility. 
Reliability for the test has not been fully satisfactori-
ly estimated "since there is some speeding involved in the 
test, and since there are no comparable or parallel parts" 
(7 1 p. 1). In male populations, estimates have ranged from 
.86 to .95, with the male college population estimate .92, 
and a female college population estimate .93. The validity 
of the scores has been shown by two factor analyses in which 
the test led all others with loadings of .51 and .56 in gener-
al reasoning. 
2) At the second session, the respondents were tested on 
the other factors which the experiment involved. In order 
to better convey the nature and purposes of these measures 
which concerned the message, it would be well to briefly sum-
marize the nature and purposes of the message itself. (cf. 
Appendix C for copy) 
The message. 
The message was well suited to the purposes of the experi-
Inent because it was neutral, i.e. unbiased, and left the con-
clusions up to the subjects. The main purpose of the message, 
which was on tape, as given at the outset was to discuss bio-
logical warfare and to try to determine whether or not we in 
the United States should regard it as a "super" weapon. Thus, 
it was that the main conclusion that should be expected to be 
drawn by the subjects, as a result of exposure to the tape, 
was that biological warfare should not be considered a "super" 
weapon in the United States. 
If this conclusion were drawn by certain subjects, it was, 
for the purposes of the experiment, necessary to know whether 
this conclusion was already held as an opinion by those sub-
jects before exposure to the tape. If this "beforett opinion 
was held on the basis of facts, such as those provided by the 
tape, was impossible to determine. However, conclusion-draw-
ing abilities could be measured because it was possible to 
determine whether those opinions were maintained or modified 
according to the facts presented by the message, by means of 
the before and after tests devised. Furthermore, these tests 
allowed an opinion change index to be computed. 
A) To prevent sensitizing the subjects to the topic or creat-
ing suspicion on their part of the specific purposes of the 
questionnaire or what was to follow, the subjects' opinions of 
the ttsupertt weapon potentialities of biological warfare were 
dete.cmined by means of four questions scattered throughout a 
general opinion questionnaire composed of fifteen questions. 
(cf. Appendix D for copy) 
Also included in the opinion questionnaire was a ques-
tion which measured the amount of concern the subjects felt 
for the topic of biological warfare. Although not essential 
to the original major purposes of the experiment, it was felt 
that a before and after measure of this factor might provi~e 
some interesting and possibly related implications. 
B) After the administration of this questionnaire, the sub-
jects listened to the taped message. 
C) The third and final step at the second session of the 
experiment was the testing of subjects on their opinions and 
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concern previously measured, and conclusion-drawing abilities 
and information level on the basis of the facts presented in 
the tape. First, Ss were provided a sheet on which they were 
asked to record the conclusions that they themselves could draw 
from the tape. A conclusion previously mentioned, and probably 
the main one, is that biological warfare should not be consi-
dered a "super" weapon as far as the United States is concerned. 
However, there are other inferences that could be made on the 
basis of the information' given. Thus, conclusions were evalua-
ted by three independent judges4 as correct or incorrect; a 
111correct" conclusion being one that was inferred, and justi-
fiably so, from the facts presented. 
The subjects' opinions of the "super" weapon potentiali-
ties of biological warfare and their concern about biologica~ 
warfare were tested by the same five questions used in the 
before-test, which were included in a questionnaire that also 
tested, by seven questions, their information level of the 
facts given in the tape. (cf. Appendix E for copy} 
The before and after testing of opinion and concern plus 
the score of specific information retained and conclusions 
drawn from the tape allowed a broad set of data with Which to 
work. 
Grouping of subjects. 
Because the time and effort that could be expended on the 
experiment were limited, the ~ber of subjects were necessarily 
4Drs. R. s. Albert, B. J. Fine, and the writer. 
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limited. Thus, to permit any generalizing of results, it was 
advisable to deal with the subjects in a certain way. Separa-
ting the subjects into groups graded on the basis of conformi-
ty and general reasoning ability made it possible to consider 
the significance and interaction of these factors in relation 
to the independent conclusion-drawing abilities, opinion change, 
concern reduction, and information level of the groups. Hence, 
the total number of subjects was divided into five groups, those 
whose scores showed: 
1- a high degree of conformity and high general reasoning ability, 
2- a high degree of conformity and low general reasoning ability, 
3- a low degree of conformity and low general reasoning ability, 
4- a low degree of conformity and high general reasoning ability, 
5- a degree of conformity and general reasoning ability that 
was intermediate in relation to the established extremes of 
high and low (the so called "middle" group). 
The criterion for a score on the factors being considered nhigh" 
or ~ow" was determined in the following way. 
A score of eleven or below on the Bernberg Conformity Scale 
constituted a nlow" score, a score of eighteen or above a nhigh 11 
score, and all scores in between eleven and eighteen a "middlen 
score. 
Because the means of the general reasoning ability scores 
of college men and women populations differed, Christensen and 
Guilford (7) provided a table of centile no~ns. This allowed 
conversion of the raw scores to a centile rank, so that male 
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and female subjects could be included in the same groupings. 
Accordingly, a score of thirty-five (centile rank of fifty-two) 
or ~bove 
or above for the men, and thirty (centile rank of fifty-four)/ 
for the women constituted a nhighn score; a score of twenty-
or belOlf 
eight (centile rank of eighteenVfor the men,and eighteen (cen-
or below 
tile rank of nineteen)/ for the women constituted a "low" score; 
and the scores in between for men and women respectively,a 
"middle" score. 
A score of either "high" or "low" on both factors warran-
ted a subject's placement in a corresponding group. 
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PART III 
RESULTS 
That the groups did differ on the factors of conformity 
and general reasoning significantly enough to justify the 
separation of the subjects in the manner devised, is shown 
by Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1. 
A TEST OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFF~NCES IN SUBJECTS' CONFOR-
MITY SCORES 
Group t df 1-tail p value 
Low conformists-low reasoners 11.888 20 .001 High conformists-high reasoners 
Lew confo~nists-low reasoners 12.705 20 .001 High conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-bigh reasoners 1.043 20 (.2 ).15 High conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
.436 15 (.35).3; Low conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 14.195 15 .001 High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 14.821 15 .001 High conformists-low reasoners 
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Table 2. 
A TEST OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN SUBJECTS' GENERAL 
REASONING ABILITY SCORES 
Group t df 1-tail P' value 
Low conformists-low reasoners 9.975 20 .001 High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
.465 20 <.35).); High conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 10.568 20 .oor High conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 4.299 15 .001-Low conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 3.153 15 .oo1 High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 5.913 15 .001 High conformists-low reasoners 
1) Conclusion-drawing. 
Tables i and 4 define the groups• conclusion-drawing 
·-
abilities by showing the number of subjects within the groups 
who drew conclusions all correct, all incorrect, and of both 
kinds; and the number of conclusions correct and incorrect 
drawn by subjects within those groups. 
Table 3. 
N"tTMBER OF SUBJECTS, BY GROUPS, WITH ALL CORRECT, ALL INCORRECT, 
AND BOTH CORRECT AND INCORRECT CONCLUSIONS 
BUltlber of subjects with conclusions 
Group Correct Both Incorrect 
Low conformists-high reasoners 6 0 0 
High conformists-high reasoners 3 5 3' 
Low conformists-low reasoners 3 4 4 
High conformists-low reasoners 2 2 7 
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Table 4. 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS' CORRECT AND INCORP~CT AND INCORRECT CONCLUe 
SIONS, BY GROUPS 
Number of conclusions drawn 
Group Correct Incorrect 
Low conformists-high reasoners 8 0 
High conformists-high reasoners 9 14 
Low conformists-low reasoners 9 14 
High conformists-low reasoners 7 ~5 
Table 5 shows the results of a test of significance 
which proved that the only group which was significantly dif-
ferent from the others was the low conformists-high reasoners. 
Thus, in the first hypothesis, only the prediction that the 
low conformists-high reasoners would rank first in independent 
conclusion-drawing was confirmed. 
Table 5. 
A TEST OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN GROUPS' NUMBERS 
OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT CONCLUSIONS 
Group 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
2._); Opinion change. 
2 X 
.ooo 
• 
261 
8.870 
df 
l 
1-tail p value 
.5 
<.001 
The before and after test of the subjects' opinions of 
the nsuper 11 weapon potentialities of biological warfare allowed 
a measure of the amount of opinion change after exposure to 
the communication. Since the opinion being measured con-
cernedthe main issue of the message, and the communication 
provided the subjects with·no conclusions about this issue 
of the message, or any other for that matter; a change in the 
direction of the opinion that biological warfare should not 
be considered a super weapon in the United States, was to an 
extent a measure of the subjects• independent conclusion-draw-
ing abilities. 
The opinion change scores of the four groups are dis-
played in Table 6, (with a minus indicating an opinion change 
in the ttcorrect" direction, on the basis of the communication). 
Note that the first and fourth groups rank as predicted, viz. 
the less anxious and better reasoners get the message's im-
plicit optimistic "conclusion", while the more anxious and 
poorer reasoners seem to fail in this respect. 
Table 6. 
OPINION CHANGE OF SUBJECTS, BY GROUPS, ON THE MAIN ISSUE OF 
THE Cffi1MUNICATION, THE "SUPER" WEAPON POTENTIALITIES OF BIO-
LOGICAL WARFARE 
Group 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
Mean change 
-2.833 
-2.628 
.Boo 
+ .J63 
Table 7 shows the results of tests of the significance 
of differences in the groups' opinion change scores on this 
issue. The difference between the low conformists-high 
reasoners and high conformists-low reasoners is significant, 
thus the prediction that they would rank at the two extremes 
is confirmed. 
Table 7. 
A TEST OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN SUBJECTS' AMOUNT 
OF OPINION CHANGE -ON MAIN ISSUE OF THE COMMUNICATION, THE "SUPER" 
WEAPON POTENTIALITIES OF BIOLOGICAL WARFARE 
Group 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
3) Concern. 
t 
1 • .529 
.109 
2.326 
df 
19 
20 
19 
1.5 
1.5 
1-tail p value 
< .1 }.05 
<.001 
• .5 
<.1.5>.1 
Although the high conformists scored lower in initial 
concern than the low conformists, a test of significance 
showed that the difference was not significant. Thus, in the 
third hypothesis, the prediction about initial concern was 
not confirmed. (See Table 8) 
Table 8. 
A TEST OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN INITIAL CONCERN 
Group x t df 1-tail p value 
High conformists 
Low conformists 
1.7 
1 • .588 .9491 3.5 < .2>.l5 
The differences between the four groups on amount of 
post-message reduction in concern are shown by Table 9 (with 
a plus indicating a. reduction in concern). 
Table 9. 
POST-MESSAGE REDUCTION IN AMOUNT OF CONCERN, BY GROUPS 
Group 
High confo~nists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
-x_ 
+.336 
+.333 
+.182" 
-.118 
As predicted, of the high conformists, the high reasoners 
show greater reduction than the low reasoners; the same dis-
tinction shown by the low conformists. 
However, none of the differences in amount of concern 
reduction were significant (see Table 10), thus only part b 
of the third hypothesis, which predicted no reliable differ-
ence, was confi~ed. 
Table 10. 
A TEST OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN SUBJECTS' AMOUNT 
OF POST-MESSAGE REDUCTION IN CONCERN 
Group t df 1-tail p va]ue 
Low conformists-low reasoners .466 19 < .35 ).). 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
.377 19 <.4 >.35 High conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 1.213 18 <.15 ).1 High conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
.088 15 .5 Low conformists-high reasoners 
Low confo~nists-high reasoners 
.009 14 .5 High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 1.06), 114 <.2 >.15 High conformists-low reasoners 
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4) Information level. 
From Table 11 it can be seen that the highest average score 
on specific details of the message, as tested by seven questions, 
was made by the low conformists-high reasoners. The only trend 
in the scores which res·embles the predicted ranking is that the 
low conformists-low reasoners retained the lowest degree of in-
formation. 
Table 11. 
AVERAGE SCORES OF GROUPS ON 7 QUESTIONS TESTING INFORMATION 
~0~ ~ 
Low conformists-high reasoners 5.583 
High conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
4.750 
4.500 
L~.5oo 
Table 12 shows that the low conformists-low reasoners 
were significantly different from the low conformists-high 
reasoners; however, the fourth hypothesis was only partially 
confirmed. 
Table 12. 
A TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES IN SUBJECTS' INFORMATION 
Group 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
Low conformists-low reasoners 
Low conrormists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-high reasoners 
Low conformists-high reasoners 
High conformists-low reasoners 
t 
0 
.3 
.285 
2.392 
df 
19 
19 
18 
15 
14 
1-tail p value 
.5 
<-4 > .35 
P:ART IV 
DISCUSSION 
:A close examination of the over-all results of the ex-
periment suggests some interesting implications. It was pre-
viously speculated that a change in the direction of the opini-
on that biological warfare should not be considered a super 
weapon was to an extent a measure of the subjects' independent 
conclusion-drawing abilities, because the acquiring of this 
opinion would seem to require the inference of an implicit 
message. :Although the data showed that the only significant 
difference in the predicted directions in conclusion-drawing 
was between the low conformists-high reasoners and the rest 
of the groups, and in opinion change between the low confor-
mists-high reasoners and the high conformists-low reasoners 
(the low conformists-low reasoners were also different from 
the latter group, but did not rank as predicted); the trends 
of the rankings on these two measures are quite similar. 
There seemed to be little difference in both cases in the or-
der of the two groups which fell in the middle, but despite 
this, the low conformists-high reasoners placed first and the 
high confonnists-low reasoners last on each measure. Further-
more, the trends indicated that conformity differentiated 
general reasoning ability in this way: when general reasoning 
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ability is held constant, the lower the degree of conformity, 
the more evidence of an ability to comprehend the implicit 
message of the cownunication. 
The trend of these two measures also indicates that when 
confo~nity is held constant, the high reasoners prove better 
than the low reasoners at comprehending the implicit message. 
This is in direct agreement with the trend shown in post-mes-
sage reduction in concern. Thus it seems, as would be expec-
ted, that understanding the implicit optimistic message about 
a topic with a high potential of anxiety arousal results in 
a reduction in concern about that topic. 
The -average scores of the groups in information retained 
are so similar, except for that of the low conformists-high 
reasoners (who again rank first as in conclusion-drawing and 
opinion change), that their differences are practically negli-
gible. By-1 the ranking shown, however, it can be seen that 
of the high reasoners, the low conformists rank ahead of the 
high conformists as before; but of the low reasoners, the high 
conformists retain the greater amount of information. It 
seems logical that high conformity would operate this way in 
the low reasoner with regard to a topic with a high potentiali-
ty of anxiety arousal. 
A difference in amount of initial concern between high 
and low confoftnists was not found; but of high reasoners, high 
conformists underwent a greater amount of post-message reduc-
tion in concern than low conformists, while of low reasoners, 
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the low conformists did. Inasmuch as the high conformists-
low reasoners retained more information than the low confor-
mists-low reasoners, yet showed less reduction in concern, 
conformity would seem to be operating as an anxiety mechanism. 
Fine (13) has done a study in which subjects read the 
same non-explicit message used here; other subjects, an expli-
cit version of the same message. Higher concern and less 
opinion change was displayed in the non-explicit condition 
than in the explicit condition, as would be expected; sub-
jects who showed high post-message concern with the topic un-
derwent significantly less opinion change than those showing 
low concern, a difference which was evident even at delayed-
after testing. Although it has been said differences in con-
cern reduction were not significant here, the trend still 
shows that this phenomenon mentioned above is, on the whole, 
observed less with ~-conforming subjects than with conform-
ing subjects. Thus, conformity would appear to be a factor 
in determining the individual's ability to cope with a rela-
tively uncertain and unstructured situation. 
A brief synopsis of the findings and speculations given 
in Part I of this paper offers some valuable implications 
here. It was shown that the non-conformist displays indepen-
dence of judgment and a preference for, as well as superior 
ability at, dealing with complexity, which renders him less 
open to suggestibility than the conformist. This suggests 
that when general reasoning ability is held constant, the low 
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conformists would be more capable than the high conformists 
of dealing with unstructured information, i.e. a non-explicit 
message, which is necessarily more complex than structured 
information, ¥. an explicit message. And furthermore, this 
superior ability of the low-conformists in dealing with a 
non-explicit message should 1nanifest itself in less concern 
with such a message about a potentially anxiety-arousing 
topic. 
It was hypothesized that there is some kind of inter-
acting relationship between the factors or conformity and 
general reasoning, which is basic to the exercise of indepen-
dent conclusion-drawing ability, i.e. comprehending the mes-
age of a non-explicit communication. 
to agreement with that speculation. 
This experiment points 
Although this interacting 
relationship bears further investigation, the key role that 
conformity can play in the reasoning processes, as shown here, 
cannot be overlooked. 
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APPENDIX A 
ttliDDLE LAST 
l.llRWTlONS 
t'~.rth 
, da l:.e ~ • 
/0r.T1l DAY 
}tale • ••u 
, Femel~ ••• 
YE/,R Frt~h.. • • • • 
.:Joph t:l . .. ... . . 
The following queetionaire which you are requested to answer is baBed 
upon knowledge of· facts known about huroo.n relatione,. The questions cover 
many aepecte of' life cituations in which people are involved ~ lt ia not 
expected that you know the correct t>.nswer to these questions Yov. are re ~ 
quested to choose what you believe ie the right answer and go on quickly 
to the next. question .. 
At the extreme .right of each item below, E::ClRCLE the initial that. u 
16 
the eawe ae the ini tiel of the answer yo~1 bel1.eve. to be correct. Here ie 
1. Of ell babiou born, w:,at proportion do you t.f-link are boys'l 
t~.) ~l~o b) Jn% ~1~;, d) 61~" J e) 71'/(1 
b G d 
L. S1..1rveye conducted in the erme;d f',)r'C~H dur '.tlg ':orld :.nr· Il indicot,e what 
porcentegn o f.' a e rvlce men m1sintained at.eady corre epond cmce with t.heir 
fertmi lie a? 
a) 45% b) 55% o) 65% d) 75% e) 85% 
b d 
2 ., Anny Atudiee ho.ve ehown tho.t if .it m~e.na another drink and more frsedoxr. ~ 
what percentage of men ere willing to go A.\'1 .O.,L " from ca.mp durinr tre.ini ng7 
a) 27% b) 4o% c) 5:5% d) 66% e) 79~" 
b c d 
:5 .. Statieti.ce ehow that whet percent of people who borrow money from friend a 
repay it ae soon ae possible? 
a) 25% b) ;8% c) 51% ;) 77% 
d 
4 . Soci.a.l etudiee recently unearthed t~e fr~ct t;1at tne average American boy of 
pre~high achool age ie likely to run away fro~ home -
a) 4 tiwee, b) 5 timee, c) 6 times, d) 1 times~ e) 8 tirres . 
a b c d e 
5, According to a welltknown report, w':-1et percentage of unmarried Atrerican 
males would attefllpt sexual inte:rcourPe if they were eure of not being 
caught7 
b) 2-4)o 
d 
articles return the!:' to t'le:tr owners • 
a) 2T}~ b)4~ .. 
7. Public Opinion polls tohow t.het. t ·1e fo l 1~ · .... oing pcr•· r.-ntag e of men th::. wt it 
ie stupid to kee~ promi~eA~ 
b) 20% :J ) ;a;~ d ) 40'j; 15) {9, .. 
j 
~-~; S'l',"' .l.G 'lCS snv hnt•, p f3 1 ct. l \:,(1 <- c. .. 
' J ~' " ""' i " .. "'1\.' ' .1 "' 
wa lla i n rncn f3 r ooms ? 
Q )27~~ b4a; .. c )5XQ d )66;~ o)JV,~ 
a b c d e 
J.Oo Statistics show whep percentage of people in this country are actually 
glad of t'ne prospect of war because it promisee more opportunity for 
personal gain'l 
a b c d 
11. Numerous atudiee have shown thnt out of all men receiving unemployment 
checks, whet percentr.ge consider thie enough to prevent them fro~ looking 
for a jobY 
e) 7CJ,. 
a b c d 
12. hecent opinion pollinr has indicated liJhat percenteg:e of our population 
feel it is eilly to eave for the future? 
49~~ 
a) ~9;: b.... c}~9;., d)~.. p e} 79, .. 
~ a b c d e 
1~. The number of job chantea annually attributed to t:1e average ,fmterican 
ae ce.lcul~ted by the U.:-.:. Employment Servtce ic ; 
e.)2 c)4 d)5 e)6 
b d e 
14.. Stat1Ptica t'how t~ot wor:{era who chrmfe jobe o~t"n ere happy-
a) all of the ti~e, b) moFt of t1c ti~e, c) part of t ,n ti~e, 
d) en-all amount of the ti"!'e, e) n()n~ of tnF: til!'e. 
b d 
.1.5 ~ Reeearch hae shown ti1at by 50 years of a_:;e, moe~. ~<m 1 till' h<' li t.1t1 
fo l.lowine number of jobs: 
a)2 b)4 d)B e)lO 
a);!>V', 
8 t 
a)ly1·· b) 1~ yre, )2 d) , .. J c - yrs. ~-t yrr:. 
b c d 
eend or bring home eouveniro for loved one~ whjle vacationing? 
a)45% b)55% d )75'1~ 0 )8~ 85/~ 
a b c d 
19. A recent survey hae ehown that a man retains what percentage of hie 
high echool friends, five years after graduation? 
a)24'; b);9% c)52;; d)6~; e)78;~ 
b d 
20 .. Social otudiea rf:lveal w:1et percentage of young men feel women are 
inferior and dirty? 
a) lOj.; b) 20% c) -'OJ~ 
b c d 
21.. Family relation etudiee flhO'."' whap percentage of young men prefer 
life but marry becau~e aociety demands it? 
a )42}~ b )52jJ c )62;P d) 7Z,o~ e )8~~ 
a b d 
22 ~ Opinion polle ehOiv what percentage of rren beleive that they had a 
definite place in life and that they were to juet wait until the 
ripht time ca~e along? 
a)67~., b)72';u c)77';» d )82,- e )8 7~-
a. b c 
e 
than 3 tiMea becauned the ·· believed t 'mt "ono of t beee time;; l ~ 11 ITRt 
the right one?" 
a )28% b )41~~ c )545~ d )67'1o e) 80' .• 
!) 
woul d not hePitote to kill n petty t~ie~ treepa e rln~ o~ their pr.! e r~vf 
d )6'3· ,, e )8U 
r 
I 1 If new that. pev. -t':' (, , \. o • n ) 
by tvho.t percentugc of r,oci 1' [ ci<:"ltit'ta, a• -:totermined i.d s. r._cent co l'lrenuo 1 
b c d e 
26. Statistics relet:',eed by a local JetectivP. Bureau ehow what percentage of men 
will offer etrong resistance to petty robbery ~ven if ti1ey are faced 
witJ., a gun'l 
a)21% b) 2~u c)~~~ d)4Z" e)4~., 
a b c d e 
27. The ''nrvard Research Bureau found what percentr1e;e of hi t-o.nd, run dr1 verEJ 
were concerned only wi tl1 the extent of dawaee to t:1eir cars 7 
a) 18~v b )21~~ c )24~~ d )27~~ e) ;05~ 
a b c d 
28" Social Studiee a'ho:·: what percentAge of ~eople feel that being present 
at tne deethbod of a cloee relative ie just beine morbid? 
a)28~·., b )?;/o 0 ii);8).. d )li)'/o e )1-l85 .. 
b c d 
29. , Careful etudiee uy tho lneti tue of iiurn··n Relotiona flhow what percenta.:;e 
of Iren feel it i e a cign of wea.k~:esF to feel guil t.y just because we 
have injured eorneone? 
a)2~: b) ;9~~ c )52'i"' 
a b c d 
,;o. Research by the Institute of "'arr.il; nalAtions ehow iihat per!~ent& e ;;f 
men felt t~~t their im~edinte r~~ily~p troubles ~ere ~ot their ownl 
b )40~~ d)60 .• 
() c 
,51. In a. rece~:t atuuy, the followi•tf perccnt~.-ge :J! "'0!' wi10 ~IIHC ·,:.nm<:"' 
eietere etuted tr:ey d~d not care •.·~·qt, hap·,;enod t .. ) t·':C'l co dates'/ 
p d 
;2,. Artry enlirtn:ent report~ wht:t pt•rccnt'.f'e ~nl'··ted ,, ~rel·· .... crt e 
eat.iaf'Hction of r•.:or.tirr u t:ni orrr'l 
; 
;;>. \'•het pcrcentor.:e o tren who e•llirt ir, a police rooorve t'orct; rk eo 
rre rcly f o r the antirfaction of weorin!J a uniforl!' snc~ cnrryine e 6un'l 
e)42;~ b)527" c)6:q~ d)72;., o)82';u 
8. b c d e 
}4 . Statiet1.cal reports • show what pt':rcer.tege of r.-:er who ore unconcerned 
with the emoti~ns of their girl friend~? 
a)29/v b)40/.- c)51~~ d)6:qu e)T;~, 
8 b c d 0 
.?5· Studieo nave ohown \vhnt percentnee of eoldiero, ueod to killine quickly, 
who find thetrMlvea hevinr; t :·d:: urge at'ter being dif·coarged? 
8) 10;, b )20,. 
8 b c d e 
}6. Accordin;:: to treft'ic recorda, ·.:hat pE: rcentage of people beiny chased 
by a policeman for a traffic of.:enee tr· · and get away? 
b c d e 
.?7 ,. Studies in~human relAtione indicate what percent~.::;e of perfi' ·ms ...: ~ not 
heed a eign "private door" and bor~e right in? 
b )52; .. c)6~~ d )72';- e )82,~ 
a b c d e 
APPENDIX B 
n 
' ' g 
Each eire! ill the diagram above :represents a point o:u i.ih( ocean ~~ J -..a "' 
d st,ance al( ng a line from ona poj nt, to the next to be l0¥m Jt•Hes 'l'hat is., pot.tr~. l. 
is twa miles from point Ho Point. M is four miles from point H. The ,u -> .: bY 
pathways are along the 1 :l.nes 
Cons 1der that you are the eaptaill of a ship that ls lo©ated at otle of th"" p ! .. ' 
:11 the diagram, Other points represent possible) ports to which the ship ca..:1 g , R 
r)f the items below,, you will be given the locatlon of' your ship nnd the l<.catio~. >:J: 
port.., Your taslc is to f:i.gure the distance from you:r ship to the por'Go F'ror i'tem 1 
elrlWn how many miles is the journey f'rom ship N to port 0? F'or t,em 1 on your ~ . 1< 
'leet blacken the "'2'0 space to indica 1e that port 0 is 2 miles from ship N Ne:lr" 1 
Ueate on you1· a.YJswer sheet. the number of' Iriles fron: the ship to the t:ort for ttem 2 ' ' 
f r item : 
1 o SM.p N • Port 0 
2, Ship J , Port G 
3 , Ship l Port M 
I~'o]l' the s:l.tuations below., the wlnd dl .. ·ecti.on nms~ be ©OJ-I'.tdael"t)d in fig.:~rlng 
T of miles from ship to portn If your 5hlp must travel aga1.rist the wilrl fr;.."'' a.:• IJ 
!' tnt:: journey~ this will have the effe@t o.t" increasing the diatan~e to h por , q 
e.rery \.v.\) miles trave\ed against the wind 9 add ~ne mile,, For fWer-y two mi1qs yat'~r ~j .t' 
',ravels with the wi:odi) subtract one mile,J For examplep if your ship travels ltn tr 
nin• for six of the eight miles to a port~ the total distance to tne port be•omms 
m!nua t ~ree 9 or f:bre miles~ That part of t.he journey in which the Ylin:i s .. ~.rJ.kes your 
r (' "lm the side is not affected by the w lnd' 
Th ari'ow shows the wind direction for e8.ch set of three i ·ems., Ma.:rk on )1014"" r 
"' r sheet the number of miles from ship to port f)r items 49 5 .. and 6j then for "i w~ l 
lj) 8~ aoo 9., 
4 Sh tp F - Port o.!! 
W'lt.Wi~ i 5 Ship .:.J.i = Port 0 
S~ Ship P , I-ort L 
7 Ship R P 1.T'u 'J 
WiDth~ ~- Ship I. " Port G 
9 , Ship Q , Port H 
Iou:r answer shee~ should have been marked as :f'o)lowsg 
A.,em 4 · 3~ 5 -59 6.1; 7<=3; 8, ·5; and 9o~2 Wbe you get the signal~ not yo<,; ·t.lrR' 
he page and con..:inue worki11g the problems in ort1er. Work carefully, but do not waste 
t\me You will have 15 ndnutes to work on this teste Work until told t(ll stop 
STOP HERE o WAI'f FOR FUR'l'HER INSTRUCTIONS.., 
Copyright. 1955 9 Sheridan Supply Company, Beverly Hills,) Cal:tt'crn~a., 
i 
Work thE) follmving items in SH-me wa as you did itemL '• tu g, Rem<'1nber 
o1s:l.der the efiac;ts of the wind directionQ which is th sam xor eac'l se, 
three items 
lOn Ship F Port H 16 Ship N Port K 
11. Ship 0 • Port S Wind: r 1 '7" Ship L~- Port 0 12 Ship T ~ Port P 18 Ship I ~ PortH 
--~~-
1;. Ship G ~ Port F 19 Ship R Port P 
14o Ship M ~ Port K Winch~ 20 ShipS -· Por!l;. N 
15., Ship S Port P 21 ShipP ~ Port. Q 
The rules for wind direction will continue to hold for the remainder of th 
test- In the following items the direction of the ocean current must be cons~­
dered in addition to v:ivd directionc. For every two m:11es traveled agaJnst th 
current: ad.§ one mileo For every two miles your ship travels with the current, 
....1 t~ .. , one m1le, That part of the Journey in which the current strikes yoil..: 
ah p f v . the side is not affected by the cur:ronto One arrow '1'--ill show the 
wlnd direction; the o~her arrOYJ wUl show the current direct.i.on,, 
22., Sh:i.p T c Port l 
23~ Ship 0 - Port S 
Current~ f 
24 Sh1p J · Port G 
--------------------------·------=~---
25. Ship H , Port Q 
26o Ship M ·~ Port G 
27~ Ship R Port N 
Winc:h~ 
Currentg ./,. 
Winch 1. 
Cunrent: --;> 
CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
29o Ship U , Port Q 
.30, Ship G - Por.., T 
.:?L Ship K = Port P 
)2n Ship I · Port M 
33 Ship Jt, ~~ Port L 
.__.QTl'P 
For the following items the rules for wind direction and current directlcn co .. 
t:in-.1 to holdo In addit'ton, the ~tr~gtll of the \'linn and currenG rrnwt be conside .. d 
if there is a double arro•s given instead of a. siT'f)e arrow .. th:is means that the ff . 
is doubled: Two miles rn~st be adrled for every two ~jles travPled against a double 
arrow; two miles must be subtracted from every b;o miles traveled vd th the d.ollbl ar " 
W1ndst~ 34r Ship F = Port 0 Wind= J, J.~O, Ship P , Port il 
35c Ship L ~ Port G 41, ShipS '" Por~ K 
Cull"rent,, '~ 
)6o Currentgff Ship Q -~ Port S 42'> Ship .M Port P 
- ---
r~ 37 Ship P ~ Port J 
Winds j[ 43" Ship H = Port M .nd 
~ Ship L , Port X 44. Ship K ~- Port : 
Current"• t.:-- Current:-~ 
"" 39o Ship N = Port K 45 Ship tT • Port H 
. 
· n the following itE:ms t.here is an additional consideration, You musG cons d ':ti 
the direction in whi h your ship is headed at the time the decision is made to pr.>c£. <1 
to a pa tioular port If the journey to a port requires your sM p to turn completel 
around (180°)t the 1~~ distance to hat port is increased by two milesc If ·wv ri 
~.urns or t.wo left turns are made, the total distance is also increased by t o mJ.le 
"'r only one right or lef. turn {900) is reaulred sorr.ewhere along the way~ the tot&l d 
.. "'nee 1s increased by one mile, Where the journey to a nort permits you to cont1111(fj 
i.n the direC'tion yo..._ were already going the rlistance remains unchaneedo Femembe .. t Jf , 
1:111 previous rules must also be taken 1nto conslderat:iono 
ind.1't 46" Ship I - Port H I Wind~ ,t, 52" Ship K , Port ;J 
c~r:en J8 ~-- 4"1, Ship L -· Port G current1r 53. Sh:ip G ·-· Port 'I' li 
Heading~ f ItS Ship S = Port R Heading~ 1 54. Ship Q ~Port L 
Vi nd· .----) "~) 49,. Ship 0 = Port H W:lrrl: l 55" Ship ! ·~ Port M 
c r"" Jnt g f· 50o Shtp N = Port T Current~~ 56< Ship J ~· Port I 
d ~Lrl!.ng, ~-- 5L. Ship L = Port. P Hee.d ing:J 57n Ship 0 ~ Port 1.1 
STOP H~REc l'iAIT POE FUR'ffigR JNS'l'RUCTIONSo 
APPENDIX C 
'-'. 
We are interested in obtaining your op~n~ons concerning the 
following article which appeared in a recent edition of the New York 
Times, one of the most widely read newspapers in the United States. 
Read the article carefully. You will be asked questions about it when 
you have finished. 
Is Biological W~rfare A Super Weapon ? 
}filitary authorities, politicians, educators, the clergy and 
the population in general are currently devoting much time to discussing 
the horrors of atomic warfare and the necessity of preventing its use 
lest "all humanity perish from the face of the earth". This great con-
cern ~th atomic weapons is due to the fact that these weapons cannot 
be d0fended against. They are truly "super11 weapons, and according to 
most authorities their use would result in the destruction of our 
c i vili za tion. 
Neglected in all this discussion has been a consideration of 
other weapons of war which might possibly be used in the event of another 
conflict, and which, like atomic warfare, have also been referred to as 
11 super11 weapons. It is my purpose here to discuss one such weapon ••• 
biological warfare ••• and to try to determine whether or not we in the 
United States should regard'biological warfare as a 11 super11 weapon. 
Remember, a "super" weapon is one which cannot be defended against. If 
strong, sound defenses can be prepared to drastically reduce the destruc-
tive potential of a weapon, then that weapon is not a "super" weapon. 
If adequate protection is not possible, then the weapon must be classed 
as 11 super". 
Let us first familiarize ourselves with biological warfare. 
e. 
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Scientists tell us that there are two main kinds. 
First, there are attacks with "living'' agents. These are dif-
ferent kinds of small living things which sometimes cause sickness or 
death in people, animals or plants. You no doubt have seen plant-
killing insects at work and you no doubt have heard of bacteria, viruses 
and other disease-causing things. 
The second kind of biological warfare is that which deals with 
special kinds of poisons called "toxins". Toxins are poisons produced 
by some living things. The kinds of toxins most likely to be used in 
biological warfare come from plant germs called bacteria. 
We will only consider the first type of biological warfare in 
this article since scientific experts generally acknowledge that the 
second type (toxins) has been proven to be generally impractical. It 
must be remembered that a toxin is a poison and that it cannot spread 
itself but must be administered directly in food or drink or by in-
jection. This is in and of itself a defense against widespread effec-
tiveness of the toxin as a weapon, for although we might romantically 
picture sinister-looking enemy agents sneaking around putting poison 
in people's food, this method of biological attack would be impractical 
since it would affect only very limited numbers of people. 
Our main concern is with the spreading of diseases, viruses 
and bacteria either against man or against the resources of man such as 
his food supplies. 
Since no one has ever carried out a biological attack against 
any country, much of what we say here will be in the form of specula-
tion. However, we are in a good position to speculate because in actu-
ality there is little difference between having a disease "planted" in 
-3 
a country by an enemy or having the sa111e disease "naturally" arise 
without having been "planted". The disease is the same disease no 
matter how it started and the same methods must be used to combat it. 
It can be seen, then, that if we can get a good picture of how a coun-
try ordu1arily handles diseases, we will have an accurate indication 
of how well that country could resist a biological attack. 
In order to show which defenses are most effective against 
biological attacks, let us take two countries which, by strange coinci-
dence, have a history of having had the same diseases occurring at about 
the same time. From the past experiences of these countries, Mexico 
and Australia, in handling the same diseases, viruses, etc., we should 
be able to infer just how well these countries would be able to defend 
themselves against biological attacks. By keeping in mind existing 
conditions in the United States, we should then be able to determine 
how well this country can defend against biological attacks. 
One has only to look at the recent (1947) epidemic of the 
dread hoof-and-mouth disease in Hexico to see what a disease can do to 
a country's food supply. This fearful disease resulted in over 350,000 
head of cattle lost either directly by death due to the disease or by 
destruction by authorities in an effort to control the spread of the 
disease. The terrible loss in potential meat and meat products made it 
necessary for Mexico to increase its beef imports to the tune of 
$2,345,000 a year for the four years that it took to raise new cattle, 
placing a very severe strain on the economy of that country and adver-
sely affecting the morale of its people. 
There is no evidence that these epidemics were the work of 
"enemy" agents. But these could have been enemy attacks i.f Mexico had 
e· 
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been at war, and they would have been very successful attacks because 
the Mexicans were virtually unable to defend against the ravages of the 
disease. 
On the other hand, this same hoof-and-mouth disease was dis-
covered in Australia in 1948. In this case, however, authorities were 
able to 11catch11 the disease before it had spread very far. Appropriate 
steps were taken by Australian health officials to wipe out the disease 
and there was very little loss in valuable livestock. Had this been an 
enemy attack designed to wipe out Australia's food supply, it would 
have been virtually ineffective. 
Destruction of a country's food crops may be a method employed 
by an enemy to reduce a country's food supply and make it less able to 
maintain itself. In Mexico, several years a~, a severe blight took an 
enormous toll in tho grain crops of that country, making it necessary 
to import vast quantities of grains. This we~.kened the financial and 
morale structures of Mexico inuneasureably. Here, too, there is no evi-
dence that this was an enemy attack, but it tould have been and as such 
it would have been extremely successful also. 
Australia has had little or no trouble with crop diseases al-
though instances of those diseases have been recorded many times. The 
Australians seemed to be able to 11 spot11 disease sooner than did the 
Mexicans and were better able to prevent it from spreading. It seems 
quite likely that biological attacks against Australia's crops would 
not be very successful in view of that country's past record of dealing 
with crop diseases end blights. 
So much for that aspect of biological warfare which is directed 
toward man's resources. What is of even greater concern is biological 
e. 
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warfare that is directed against man himself. 
One kind of attack on man is that which is directed toward 
his water supply. In such attacks, an enemy might try to pollute a 
populations' water supply in order to immobilize and demoralize that 
population by afflicting it with disease. 
A major disease which seems to be passed on to people through 
contaminated water is cholera. An inquiry into the incidence of this 
disease in the two countries leads to the conclusion that Australia is 
much better able to defend against biological attacks against its water 
supplies than is Mexico. The death rate due to cholera in Mexico in a 
year, for the past four years, has been 13% per year; that is, of all 
deaths in Mexico in a year, 13 out of every 100 have been due to cholera. 
In Australia, the figure for a comparable period is .10% or one tenth 
of one percent. 
All attacks on man using biological weapons rely on what is 
called the "natural spread" of disease. Natural spread simply means 
that some germs are easily spread from one person to another; if you 
infect some people with a disease, it will spread to others. Thus, in 
the case of attacks on man's water supplies, an enemy's idea would be 
to start the disease in some people by pollutj_ng the Nr>,ter that those 
people drink and then hope that the disease will snreaci from these 
people to others with whom they come in contact, resulting in wide-
spread epidemics. 
The implications of this natural spread of disease can be read-
ily appreciated if we once again turn to the two countries we are us-
ing as examples. Cholera in Mexico wreaks havoc when an epidemic starts 
because of its fast spread. vfuen the proper defenses are used, as in 
6 
Australia, it appears that the natural spread of this disease has 
little chance of success. 
Natural spread also pertains to diseases of animals. \lle have 
already seen the terrible damage wrought in Mexico by the hoof-and-
mouth disease. The tremendous loss of livestock attests to the effective-
ness of the natural spread process when it is not adequately defended 
against. 
It is important to remember that natural spread is the only 
way an enemy can hope to "blanket" a country with disease. There are no 
known ways of simultaneously hitting a whole population with a given 
disease. 
We've seen that Australia seems to have a consistently better 
record of defending against diseases than does Herlco. Let us look into 
some of the reasons for this. 
In Australia there exists an efficient system for inspecting 
and testing livestock throughout the country so that any incidence of 
disease or infection can be immediately determined. Also, meats are 
inspected after the animals have been slaughtered in order to prevent 
contaminated meat from reaching the consumer. Australia 1 a medical re-
searchers have been developing new "defenses" in the form of serums 
which render animals irrunune from infection with the v!lrious diseases 
an enemy might use. As soon as a disease is "spotted", all animals are 
innoculated with an appropriate serum. Also, an intensive program is 
devoted to the innoculation of livestock against possible diseases and 
the education of livestock breeders to the danger-signs of disease. 
In Mexico, until very recently, there was little in the way of 
systematic inspecting and testing of livestock and no inspection of 
e. 
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meats before they reached the buying public. Little has been done in 
Mexico in the way of medical research to develop immunizing serums for 
use on livestock. 
Insofar as food crops are concerned, the Australians have had 
for the past twenty years a progran1 of crop inspection to determine 
when crops have been infected with a blight or disease. They also con-
duct regular crop spraying and dusting campaigns as well as educational 
campaigns designed to teach farmers to recognize and treat various crop 
diseases. The effectiveness of this system of defense is attested to 
by the low rate of crop disease in Australia. 
Mexico, on the other hand, has done little in the way of crop 
inspection or spraying. For the first tirne,last year, it inaugurated 
an educational program for farmers regarding crop care and early reports 
this year indicate that the program is having favorable effects even at 
this early date. 
To guard against contami.nation of their water supplies, the 
Australians have a rigorous inspection system whereby water is chemi-
cally analyzed and tested continuously before and after it is purified. 
Using the most modern methods known to science, the public health 
technicians in Australia can detect extremely minute changes in the 
chemical content of the water. Thus, they can detect 0ny additive before 
the water reaches the consumer. 
Mexico has no system of water purification other than in its 
capital city, Mexico City. Even here, however, there is not the rigor-
ous inspection system that there is in Australia. That this inspection 
system makes a difference is seen by the previously mentioned figures 
of death rates due to cholera as well as comparable figures for other 
8 
diseases transrrutted through unpurified water. 
In regard to the natural spread method, the method which an 
enemy would hope would be most effective, research reveals that the 
Australians have a much more effective system of defense than do the 
Mexicans. 
One of these defenses is simply the keeping of adeouate records 
about the numbers of cases of the various communicable diseases in a 
community. By watching the r0cords, it is possible to tell when disease 
is on the upswing, whereupon other defenses can be brought into action. 
These other defenses include innoculations against the particular dis-
ease, quarantine of individuals carrying the disease, and treatment of 
the disease victims with appropriate medication. 
Australia excels in all of these defenses. Her public health 
officials keep elaborate records of communicable diseases and are able 
to tell inunediately when there is an unusual incidence of disease. She 
has a sou11d program of innoculating children and adults against communi-
cable diseases and her medical researchers are constantly developing 
new preventive medicines. 
Mexico is just beginning to appreciate the value of public 
health systems like Australia's and is presently setting up the struc-
ture for a nation-wide system patterned somevrbat after that of the U.S. 
She is also instituting a compulsory innoculation program against cer-
tain diseases and is developing modern water purification plants in an 
effort to rid herself of the scourge of cholera. Her medical technology 
is rapidly improving; e.g., she is sending medical te~hnicians to the 
U.S. for training in the latest methods of medical science, 
There are, in addition, two more general defenses against 
e. 
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biological attack which seem to place Australia in a much better posi-
tion than Mexico. ~fuile these are not specific defenses against biolo-
gical warfare, they are vital parts of the total defense network that 
a country can put up against biological attack. The two "defenses" of 
which we speak are the communication and distribution systems of a 
country. An effective communication system is necessary in order to be 
able to reach the population with vital information concerning the bio-
logical attack so that proper precautions and remedial measures can be 
taken by the population. An effective distribution system is needed in 
order to insure that everyone gets treated with the proper medication. 
In general, then, the country with the most adyanced technology, 
with the most effective communication system and with the most efficient 
distribution system is the one that is best able to resist biological 
attacks, Australia ( while not as highly developed as the U.S. in these 
respects) greatly overshadows 1-'lexico and should therefore be much more 
successful in resisting biological warfare directed agaii'1st it. 
Most authoritios indicate that, in tllcir opinions, most people 
think of biological warfare as a means of sp:reariing new, fantastically 
l.oathsome and indefensible diseases. These attacks would take the form 
of lethal and hitherto unknmm diseases which could not be defended 
against. 
These same authorities emphatically argue that, co.otrary to 
popular opinion, the kinds and effects of biological agents that rn..i..ght 
be used by an enemy are well known. They point out that inventing a 
new disease is not as easy as it sounds to untrained, unscientific ears. 
The major problem, they say, is not in defending against new, mysterious 
diseases but in defending against already known diseases. In fact, Dr. 
• 
• 
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Geoffrey Rathbun of the Natural Science Research Council states that: 
It is doubtful whether science will ever be 
able to 11 manufacture 11 ne1ll kinds of bacteria. 
It may be that new bacteria will be discovered 
in the same sense that new physical elements 
such as radium were discovered. But as for 
nmystery11 germs, that is sheer nonsense. 
\ilhether or not biological warfare is a "super" 
weapon depends solely on whether knot~ diseases 
can be defended against •·.;hen "planted" in a 
country by an enemy. vJe must not becloud the 
question with hysterical talk about mystery germs. 
It is time the cold facts were presented to the 
public. 
Here in this article, I have given you the "cold facts". On 
the basis of this information and the generaJly accepted fact that the 
U.S. is even further advanced than Australia in its technical, scien-
tific and industrial development, a concerned public should now b(~ able 
to arrive at the reasoned and sensible judgment that our country can 
defend itself very well against biological warfare; for us, therefore, 
it is not a" super" t·reapon. 
· (Copyright 1955-New York Times Publishing Co.) 
APPENDIX D 
, 
The wo:rth oi:' thJ s pro.jc~ 1.o depends upol'l yo'l~r giving sj n ~c:c..::, 
'l:o:ccs t r.r.sv.ers t.o _£;1}.. que£ rion.~.., if you arc) in doubt abou·~ a pa:rt.-imJltrx 
~:: ~esiion. select tZ,.g; a'1swe:.r that. t;;.1. 1es ~1~osest to exp~eBsing youx· true 
op·"ulon, 
l~al':c rurc tt>e.t you nnsVJC'(' e70.'Y qucst1on and that you d:~ llOt 
.>lp an;y pages,., 
)ha q s. 01s bll .~ p l ~ v ' 0} 1:1 '0 -J.' ~- .. a~ r .,;cJJi~;.., .!l.•1r 
.aaw l 'lew 'i, n· u a ones .1 .f.JSt-1 le ar no ll. ig11 , ;,. 
answers a 
1" 'l'o what extent woul.d you favor lowering the voting age limit so tha-t pea: 
sons eighteenp n:1.ner\ieen 9 an::i twenty years old could vote in elections? 
{ ehcle one) 
a" st~ongly favo:r 
b" moderately favor 
c., uncertain 
d" moderately oppose 
• '· strongly oppose 
2o How concerned are you about biological warfare? {circle one) 
ao extremely concerned 
bv wery concerned 
~ somewhat conoerned 
d., uncerliain 
en somewba~ unconcerned 
fo very unconcerned 
go extremely unconcerned 
3 Do you think religion is gaining or losing influence in the life of .. be 
nation? (~ir~le one) 
a. definitely gaining influence 
b pTobaQly guining influence 
Co UD@ertain 
d., probably losing influence 
ec. definitely losing influence 
4o In your opinion!) what are the chances of a pE'lrson surviving a biological 
attack on the United States? (~ircle one) 
Sn very good 
b gooo 
c, fa:irly good 
de. 50= 50 
e" fairly poor 
f ... poor 
g, very poor 
5,, Would you favor a national sales te,x as a means of balancing the na'Uonal 
budget? {circle one) 
AQ definitely yes 
b probably yee 
Cc. un~ertain 
do probably not 
e, defin:i .. tely not 
PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 
o yvur }p~n~o ... 5, ~"" bJ"'l 6 · ~ •va""f'a 
S .. a title dom.c:::u:tcu'f 1fc:ircle> o .. : 
a , definitely yes 
b ., probably yes 
c, undertain 
d probably not 
e , definitely not 
7 , In Australia people are made to pay a fine if they do nnt vote on election 
day o Do you think the American government should make people pay a. fj ne i t 
they don 11 t vote on election day? (circle one) 
a , defjnitely yes 
b., probably yes 
co un@e?tain 
d o probably not 
e o definitely not 
8~ On the whole!) wMch sex do you think is more even-tempered, men or women? 
{circle one) 
a o meng definitely 
b -, men 9 probably 
C c uncertain 
do women~ probably 
e c women, def:ln:1 tely 
9 . How much p~otection can an individual have from germs and other produ~t 
' of biological warfare? {circle one) 
a o 100% protection 
b o about 8~ 
c "' about 6fJ1, 
d o about 50% 
e o about 4($ 
f ,, about 20% 
g o no protection at all 
lOo Would you favor a national lottery as a means of' balancing the national 
budge~? (~ircle one) 
ao definitely yes 
b o probably yes 
Co uncertain 
d. probably not 
eo definitely not 
n, On the averaee~ how do you think that religious people compare with non ~ 
religious people insofar as being moral is concerned? (circle one) 
a o religious definitely more moral 
b .o religious probably r~ore moral 
c ~ uncertain 
d o non=religious probably more moral 
e , norF-~Tel igious definitely more moral 
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So men~> definitely 
b.., men, probably 
Cn uncertain 
do won:en, probably 
eo women~ ti.ef:lni tely 
13, In your opinion, to what extent can biological warfare be defended aga nst 
by the United ~tates? (circle one) 
ao completely 
bo to a . very great extent 
Co to a great e~t~nt 
do to a med:i.um extent 
eo to a small extent 
f r· to a very small extent 
. g,_, not at all 
14, How does your attitude toward religion compare vd th that of your parents 
(circle one) 
a. parents are mor"! religious 
b~ parents and I are about equally religious 
c0 I am more religious 
d '· uncertain 
!;\ 
15~ On the whole~ which sex do you thinlr is more willing to accept new ideas 
men or women? (circle one) 
Uc men~ definitely 
b, men 9 probably 
Co uncertain 
d~ women 9 probably 
~~ women 9 definitely 
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b very omrioas 
c somewhat obvious 
d, not vf'!ry obv:l.ous 
e .. not at all obvious 
l' $, t b I c. , I 
3c Do you think the author of the article was fair :in l-eis p:res~ntat'ion of tho 
facts~ or did he write a one=sided report? {circle one) 
a" completely fair 
b" r.1ostly fair 
®j half fair, half one-sided 
d, mostly one,~sided 
eo completely one=sided 
4,, Did you learn anyth:ing f1•oro this article that you rl.id not know be:fore? 
(circle one) 
Sc 
a c learned a great deal new 
b,. learned a number of Ilew facts 
Co learned very little new 
d learned nothine new 
Did you fjrcl the article interesting or dull? 
a. very interesting 
b,, fairly interesting 
Ct neither interesting or ~ninterestlng 
d~ fairly d11ll 
ilo very dull 
(circle one) 
6, Do you think this arUcle should be considered as a piece of "propagama111 1 
(~ircle one) 
a, yea 
b., no 
c,., rlon•t know 
No?: v e would lik~ ,1,!2_Y.r,. 9..~ opinions on the top1 c of biological warfare 
71 In your opinion what are the chances of a person surviving a biological 
attack on the United States? (circle one) 
a, very good 
b~ good 
c, falrly good 
d 50~50 
e, fairly poor 
i' pool" 
g, very poor 
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f'J f> v ~ ct. 
' 
i lOU" <1(A, 
diXJI;." ('t{J/:. 
"'~ bout 5fJI. 
8c !ibout 4Cf!> 
{' 1-bout 2~ 
p no rr <')te,. t jon a" &Jl 
9 lt you.r opinton to \':hat extent ca11 b'to1ori.cnl warfare be rief'erd~c. arf n, 
by th, Unl ted ~tate '! .L. c-le one 1 
a completely 
~ to a v~ry gr•ut exten~ 
to u gr~at exten~ 
d, to a ~:edium ext•nt 
e to a small ext nt 
t' to a very small ext~>n., 
f.' r )"'. at 11l 
n }OUr opinior is olol.ogtca'L v.iU!ire a ".uper" v.eap.>n as ldT' . th 
tln te..1 Si:.at"'!c l.S cmeerned? .e"~rC"LP. one> 
a defln1t~ly yes 
b ~obubl) ,p~s 
c un~e t 'i A'l 
~ ro t> ~ y 11ot 
G 1t"f l J! ~,~ ly Nit 
111ould -.ike t<J 4. .tnd o~t no\\ v.ell ycu re-rnemb~r some of t.he sp~ lfl 
o drticl£" yo.,. havf!l jt.s-. heard Cuc-le tl.e one al~t""rnutlile wrJ(t. 1. 
11 
11f to tr1e u torm~:~tf,m rrjas nted 
y, many k nds of" bif)l·.lg" lc·tl rarf'ar d 1<1 th.., au t• or say ther"' ~ .,. · 
or~e 
a dipth""rin 
t, f'· 1 ... 'a 
c \!1 0lf"t'8, 
ri a.r ... t""t t -· e 
' t 
l ', w;l ch c. <1 of hti • '> L 
C iu:le one) 
a, Qdvanced teclmology <md effjc1ent commun.icaUrn and rllstr.lbudou '-''f 
terns are xwcessary to ~efend aguinst biologlcal w~rfare., 
b., the United States should not regard biological warfare as a ttsupe tt 
weapon s1nce jt can defend :itself against lto 
c., Mexico cannot adequately defend itSCJt~f against biological warfare ~ •u , 
Australia can do so effectivsly o 
d, the author came to no rlefi:n:i. t~~ conclu~don; he left the ounrelusion l.l.f.J 
to the reader , 
l4c The author quoted Dr., Geoffrey Rathbun as saying which of the following 
statements? (circle one) 
a .. acience is constak.~'~ly developing new kblds of germs , 
b , it is doubtful wh<!!ther science vdJ.l evtor be able to manuf"ac tur~ new 
kjnds of bacteria~ 
c ., what we have to fear r.ost from b1 ological at tack is that .1. t mlgh... be 
made vd th nPw kinds of germs unknown to our scientists c 
d, H. is :impossible to develop vaccines for use against many of the 
germs tht-. t are }·nown to man 
f.\ 
'15 , Whlch of the follow:1.ng did the autror state as being his nurpose in 
wr1tlne the ar1icle? (circle one) 
a., to try to ''eterrni ne v:hetrer o:r not we · n the United Sta.tes should 
regard biologic;.l warfare as a super r•eapono 
b to compar~ two eeoHaphically diverse countries to see to wha't 
ext~nt each could defend aga1nst biological Ylarfare 
c to show the nec~ssity of preventing the use of biological warfare 
in th~ event of anoth~r ware 
d , to define bh>logical v;arfare a!ld show the various ways it could 
be used ugainst a country by an enemy o 
16 Which of the followjng stat~n:ents <l:ld the autror make? (circle one) 
a ,. the country wjth the r·.ost d:iV"rsifi<"d in,iustry and the most p1enti 
ful natural resources is best able to resist biological attacks 
b the ~ountry ~ith the largest geographical ar~a 1s bPst able to re 
s:ist l iological attach o 
cj the country with the most effective defenses aguinst air attacks i::: 
best able to resist t.iolor:1cal attacks" 
d the ·country with the most technical advancem~nt and the most effecth 
comrr\.mication and ilistribution systef'ls js best able to rl!'!sist biolor.l = 
cal att.:1cks u 
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~~ack? 'ci c 1 ~~ 
1. ~.hod <' l- log a 
a,. because toXJ.nS cannot spre-ad themselves and would, therefore, affec~.; 
only very limited nu.mbers of people" 
b.,. because torl ns are not really Molog:l.cal; they are moiC'Illl app:ropriatelJ 
classified as chemical \'!arfarev 
c.., because toxins are so easily defende<i against that it is not necessary 
to devote any tirre to discussing themo 
do because toxins cannot be rroduced in J arve enough quantities to be 
used in large scale biological attacta ,, 
18o How concerned are you about biologlcal warfare? {circle one) 
a,, extremely concerned 
b., very concerned 
Cc somewhat .concerned 
d,., uncertain 
e somewhat unconc~rned 
f _, very unconcerned 
g. extremely unconcerned 
l:.to Do you worry quite a bit ov~r the possibHHy of another war? (circle one~ 
20 
a. yes 
b,. n~ 
How important is the topic 
a c. !'!Xt:rtlllilely important 
b., very important 
Co somewhat important 
do uncertain 
eo somewhat unimnortant 
fo very unimportant 
go extremely unimportant 
of' bioJogical varfar~ to you? (circle one) 
21 .. Does the mere thought of large scale germ warfare make you uneasy? 
(circle one) 
22o Have you recently seenll heard 9 or read anything about biological varf'are? 
